
Document Signing:  
The Benefits & How It Works
Document signing certificates allow you to add a digital signature 
to a document to prove the identity of the sender. This signature 
ensures you that the document hasn’t been altered, and that you can 
trust its contents. Unlike an e-signature, a digital signature is virtually 
impossible to forge.

Sign All Document Types
You’ll be able to sign documents in top programs, including  
Microsoft Office®, Adobe® Acrobat and Adobe Reader, LibreOffice®, 
and OpenOffice®.

Make Documents Legally Binding
When you sign documents with DigiCert Document Signing,  
they comply with the U.S. Federal ESIGN Act and assorted 
international laws. 

Add a Layer of Security
Document signing is more secure than typical e-signatures because 
it requires both a password and an encrypted USB token, often called 
two-factor authentication. 

Avoid Expiration
Your digital signature never expires. If the document is changed at 
any point, the recipient will be notified. Your digital signatures can 
also be timestamped to increase security.
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How Document Signing Works

What Does a Digital Signature Look Like?
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DigiCert sends USB with 
pre-installed certificate

Open Adobe Acrobat, MS 
Office, OpenOffice or 
LibreOffice and follow 

the prompts

Document is signed
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Features & Pricing

Individual 500 Individual 2000 Organization 2000 Organization 5000

1-year price $379 USD $579 USD $579 USD $895 USD

$339 USD $514 USD $514 USD $799 USD

$299 USD $465 USD $465 USD $716 USD

500 2000 2000 5000

2-year Price (per year)

3-year Price (per year)

Number of documents signed per year

Encrypted digital signature

Two-factor authentication using  
a hardware token

Individual Verification

Whole Organization Verification
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To learn more, call 1.855.800.3444 or email sales@digicert.com.
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Why Choose DigiCert?
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Market-Leading  
Platform & Tools 

Maintaining a secure network goes 
beyond purchasing and installing 
SSL certificates—it includes 
proper configuration, vulnerability 
scanning, ongoing monitoring, 
and timely renewal. The DigiCert 
platform and tools allow you to 
automate certificate tasks, making 
management easy.  

24/7 Customer Support 
DigiCert’s award-winning technical 
support team is available any time 
you need help, and certificates 
are validated around the clock. 
Organizations are given a 
dedicated account representative 
who is a committed partner in  
your security.

Securing Top Brands 
As the world’s leading high-
assurance digital certificate 
provider, we’re lucky enough 
to work with some of the most 
innovative companies in the 
world, including those shaping the 
Internet of Things (IoT). Along the 
way, we secure more than 26 billion 
web connections every day.


